
7 easy steps:

Tips to get your 
email read

Erin Wilson and Corey Thomas

While you’re waiting, log into:



Who are we?
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Corey Thomas

Marketing and Communications Officer
External Relations

• Graduated from UoM with a Master 
of Marketing Communications (2016)

• Developed and implemented a 
prospective student nurture 
communications strategy for onshore 
and offshore markets

• Write and design email 
communications for all major 
university campaigns and events, 
e.g.: Open Day.

Erin Wilson

Marketing Automation Lead
External Relations

• Graduated from *Monash* with a 
Bachelor of Arts in Psych & 
Philosophy (a million years ago)

• Have worked in MDHS, MGSE, MSLE 
& FOS before joining ER

• Manage the implementation of eDM
software Click Dimensions within 
Nexus CRM (prospective student 
database) with extensions to both 
internal and external staff, student 
and community audiences. 



What do we offer?
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X YRS

EXPERIENCE

COMMUNICATING
IN EMAILS

4.5M WHAT 

AUDIENCES
WANT

DATA INSIGHT

EMAIL SENT PER YEAR



Email by numbers
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121
day

847
week

3,680
month



Email by numbers
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44,165
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Who’s a Brand 
Advocate?



The University of Melbourne brand

Built over 160 years of history, the University of Melbourne brand is arguably our greatest asset.

Research shows that our brand is the reason that students and staff, peers, partners and collaborators 
choose the University of Melbourne. 

We are all brand advocates

Email has emerged as one of the primary forms of communications, often we don’t realize that corporate 
electronic direct mail (eDM’s) reflect the tone of an organisation just as much as letterheads, business 
cards etc. 

The better an email is, the more value it adds to a brand.
7
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My emails aren’t getting 
enough traction

I’m losing subscribers 
- are my emails on 
brand?

My emails are too 
long and confusing!

My emails aren’t 
reaching the inbox!

My emails aren’t 
being delivered!

My emails negatively 
impact my professional 
relationships

I’m not sure when to 
send my email

7 email challenges



THE 
GOLDEN 
RULE

Consider your audience
Front of mind at every step

9
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Problem 1:

- I’m not getting enough traction

- I need more registrations

- My emails aren’t getting noticed



Solution #1: Plan and optimise
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Solution #1: 
Take a minute
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Solution #1: Plan and optimise
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VS
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Problem 2:

- My emails are too long!

- My emails are confusing!

- Readers seem to miss the point of my 
emails



Solution #2:
Design for readability and comprehension
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VS



Solution #2:
Design for readability and comprehension
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Solution #2: 
Design for readability and comprehension
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• Ensure your text is clear and easy to read regardless of device

• Is your font easy to read? Arial or Calibri recommended

• Font size is important!
• Choose a size suitable to your audience and devices your data shows they use. 

If it’s mobile, size 14 as a minimum.

• Consider buttons instead of links for Call-to-Actions (CTA)?

These are simple things to consider, but often overlooked 

and greatly impacts email readability and user comprehension.



#2: Design for readability and comprehension cont.
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Problem 3:

- My emails look unprofessional

- I’m losing subscribers



Solution #3: Consistency is key

Consistency is one of the most effective ways of creating a strong brand (individual or 
an organisations). 

Like any relationship, being consistent helps forge strong connections with our 
students, colleagues and community, but also:

1. Helps build an understanding of who you are

2. Build’s trust and confidence in you as an author

3. Differentiates yourself by exceeding expectations

4. Enhances your reputation by reducing the friction of others

5. Maintains or improves your relationship with your recipient/s

20



Solution #3: 
Design for consistency, credibility
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• Official Logos
• Colour Palette
• Icons and Templates
• ImageBank
• Video Resources

Brand Hub

https://brandhub.unimelb.edu.au/__data/assets/file/0017/15452/PDF-MOCKUPS-for-reference.zip
https://brandhub.unimelb.edu.au/__data/assets/file/0017/15452/PDF-MOCKUPS-for-reference.zip


Solution #3: 
Design for consistency, credibility
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Email template specific assets:
• Header base designs 
• Buttons
• Email signatures
• PDF mockups



Solution #3: 
Design for consistency, credibility
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Problem 4:

- How do I ensure my emails don't end 
up as SPAM?



Solution #4: Maximise your email deliverability
Part 1
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There are many factors that can affect your emails SPAM rating: 
• Subject lines containing: 

• ALL CAPITAL LETTERS or lots of exclamation marks
• Use of sales words or icons
• Word/character length: 50 characters or less is recommended

• Emails that contain:
• 100% images (or not much text)
• High number of weblinks

• Who is the author 
• Shared inbox
• Personal email address
• No-reply@...
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• Text:Image ratio: 60:40 recommended

• Personalise your email

• Send from UOM Domain, not Gmail or Hotmail

• Permission based marketing: 
• Only contact those who have consented to receive your email
• Provide opt out facility: Required by law (email, sms, direct mail) 

Solution #4: Maximise your email deliverability
Part 1



Solution #6
Credibility
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Refer to the Tips and Tricks 
manual for an easy to follow 
steps to increase your 
authority and engagement

https://staff.unimelb.edu.au/marketing-communications/training/nexus-guides-resources/click-dimensions/EDM-tips-and-tricks.pdf#Email%20template%20tips%20and%20tricks
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Problem 5:

- My emails arrive but are missing the 
inbox!
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Many email providers have folders such as Primary or Inbox, and promotional folders such as Other, 
Promotional etc. The primary aim is to reach the client’s inbox to maximise the chance that the individual 
will see the EDM when you want them to, and engage with it. 

Solution #5: Maximise your email deliverability
Part 2



Options to increase engagement: 

• Use personalisation – ie given name 

• Copy effectiveness and layout

• Keep it short

• Appearance on mobile (vs desktop)

• Don’t have too many links

• Don’t send to frequently

• Strong footer/signature

• Encourage a reply – as that will inform your email provider that this is a trusted source
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Solution #5: Maximise your email deliverability
Part 2
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Problem 6:

- I’m finding it difficult to build 
stakeholder relationships through 
email



Solution #6 
Subject lines and email content – perfect match

It all starts with the subject line.                       

But then you must present the content that’s promised

This is where the Golden Rule really comes into play:

• What is most important to your reader?

• What are the key details that you need to impart? 

• Is there too much being included in a single email? 

32

Avoid communication overload: send the right information at the right time to the right people. 



Solution #6 Use images to support your content

• Of you

• Relevant staff/stakeholders

• Your building and or a map (how to find you)

• Cover of a prospectus

• Website landing page

• Screen shots with links to video (Youtube etc)

• Social methods to connect with you or your group

And of course:

• The University of Melbourne logo!

33

Body of email



Solution #6: Use your data to get personal… but 
not too personal
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Emails with personalised subject lines are 26% more likely to be opened.

Segmentation: Does the email relate to the reader? 
The more personalised the content to their interests the higher the engagement. 

Examples could include:
• Events:

• Different events require different content prior, during and post event
• Walk ups vs pre-registrants

• Relationship to University: 
• Current UOM student, staff, industry, alumnus, partner

• In Market Date

Personalisation: Given name, student ID or other relevant information
Add to the Subject line, Pre‐header or body of eDM.

Campaign Monitor
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Problem 7:

- When's the best day to send an email

- When's the best time?



Solution #7: Look to the benchmarks
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Solution #7: EDM Delivery rates

37Contrast of what day for send, open and click through metrics, Vision 6

https://www.vision6.com.au/metrics/


Solution #7: Consider who they are
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This is an important question, and may be different depending upon the segment you’re engaging with. 

High school students may 
be online after 3.30pm

Those in the 
workforce are likely to 
be online between 5 

– 9pm

Tertiary students may be 
online at 8am, 10am, 

between lectures or before 
their part‐time work 

The more you test email campaigns with different groups, the more you’ll find the best performing time‐frames.

Those within UOM 
would appreciate 

their emails within 
business hours



Solution #7: 
Consider where they are
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Also keep in mind the location of your clients. 
Are they based in Australia? Elsewhere? 

Below is some benchmark data from the External Relations 
Welcome Series of emails, reaching out to prospective 
undergraduate students who’ve enquired since March 2017



Solution #7 EDM Open Rates

40Contrast of General Open Rates and Education & Training, Vision 6

https://www.vision6.com.au/metrics/


Solution #7 EDM Click through rates

41Contrast of General Click through Rates and Education & Training, Vision 6

https://www.vision6.com.au/metrics/


A simple eDM metric report template
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BONUS TIPS



Bonus tip #1
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A/B Test



Bonus tip #2
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Chekc you’re splleling and, grammer.



Bonus tip #3
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Send it to yourself!



Bonus tip #4

This is a pre-header.

It’s another opportunity to 
outline to the reader about 
the content of the email.

Generally it’s the first line 
of text in eDM.

If you use email software, 
you can utilise this with 
additional CTA’s including 
personalisation. 
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Plan and optimise

Design for consistency 
and credibility

Design for readability 
and comprehension

Ensure subject line 
and content match

Maximise email 
deliverability

Use data to get 
personal

Think about your 
segments before sending

7 email solutions



Tools and resources
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Brand Hub
- Email Headers
- Email Signatures

Style Guide

EDM Tips and Tricks Vision 6

Nexus CRM
Erin Wilson

M&R Comms
Corey Thomas

Email SPAM checkers Subject line guide

https://brandhub.unimelb.edu.au/
https://brandhub.unimelb.edu.au/__data/assets/file/0017/15452/PDF-MOCKUPS-for-reference.zip
https://staff.unimelb.edu.au/marketing-communications/brand-advertising-sponsorship/email-signature-guidelines/resources/office-templates-and-email-signatures/218735-UNIM-UoM-Office-templates_Email-signatures-guide_v8.pdf
https://staff.unimelb.edu.au/marketing-communications/training/nexus-guides-resources/click-dimensions/EDM-Style-Guide_FEB18.pdf#Email%20template%20Brand%20guide
https://staff.unimelb.edu.au/marketing-communications/training/nexus-guides-resources/click-dimensions/EDM-tips-and-tricks.pdf#Email%20template%20tips%20and%20tricks
https://www.vision6.com.au/resources/
mailto:e.wilson@unimelb.edu.au?subject=Staff Conference Email Presentation - follow up question
mailto:e.wilson@unimelb.edu.au?subject=Staff Conference Email Presentation - follow up question
mailto:corey.thomas@unimelb.edu.au?subject=Staff Conference Email Presentation - follow up question
https://www.digitaldoughnut.com/articles/2016/october/collection-of-the-best-email-testing-tools-online
https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/improve-your-email-subject-line


Thank you


